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Introduction  
In a natural acoustic environment, the sound that reaches our 
ears is a complex mixture of sound sources. In order to parse 
this stimulus, our central auditory system segregates the 
signal into separate auditory objects or “streams” [1]. This 
allows us to selectively attend to a single auditory stream, 
and thus to focus on a conversation or piece of music while 
ignoring competing acoustic information.  
 
Models of auditory stream segregation relying primarily on 
frequency separation for stream segregation have been 
proposed, and physiological studies in animals have also 
shown a correlation between tonotopic separation and 
psychophysical stream segregation (e.g. [2]). While 
tonotopic separation may be necessary for stream 
segregation, it cannot explain the grouping or fusion of 
distant spectral components due to e.g. common pitch or 
onset/offset synchrony. These cues facilitate the fusion of 
sounds into the same perceptual stream, despite tonotopic 
separation [3]. Elhilali et al. [3] suggested a conceptual 
model that could account for the grouping of distant spectral 
components due to synchrony.  
 
In the present study, the model by [3] is combined with the 
computational auditory signal-processing and perception 
(CASP) model [4], to create a physiologically inspired 
model of auditory stream segregation. The proposed model 
extends the functionality of the conceptual model of [2] by 
enabling it to account for the classical streaming phenomena 
of van Noorden [5] relying on frequency separation and tone 
repetition rate [5]. In the present study, the model is 
presented and evaluated in the experiments from [5]. 

Model description 
The model consists of two parts: A decomposition stage 
(peripheral processing and modulation filtering) based on 
CASP [4], and a grouping stage (temporal coherence 
analysis) based on the conceptual model of [3].  
 
The peripheral processing stage consists of a basilar-
membrane filterbank, a hair-cell transduction stage, and an 
adaptation stage. The basilar membrane filterbank is 
implemented as a 4th order gamma-tone filterbank [6] with 
one ERB [7] spacing. The hair-cell transduction stage is 
realized by half-wave rectification followed by low-pass 
filtering at 1 kHz. Neural adaptation is modelled by five 
feedback loops connected in series, with time-constants 
ranging from 5 to 500 ms [8]. The output of the peripheral 
stage is processed by a first-order low-pass filter with a cut-
off frequency of 150 Hz, simulating the decreasing 
sensitivity to sinusoidal modulation as a function of 
modulation frequency. The low-pass filter is followed by a 
modulation filterbank. This is functionally similar to the 

temporal integration stage used in [3]. The modulation 
filterbank consists of band-pass filters with center 
frequencies ranging from 0 (low-pass filter) to 1000 Hz [4]. 
 
The output from the decomposition stage is processed by the 
grouping stage. Stream segregation is determined based on 
the correlation between auditory channels. Channels with 
positively correlated activity over time are assigned to the 
same perceptual stream. As in Elhilali et al. [3], a windowed 
correlation between each pair of peripheral channels is 
computed at the output of modulation filtering. The result is 
presented as a dynamic coherence matrix that shows the 
correlation between the peripheral channels over time. To 
quantify the coherence matrix, an eigenvalue decomposition 
is performed. The decomposition shows channels that are 
positively correlated with each other (and form a stream). 
The eigenvalue decomposition determines the number of 
independent dimensions of the coherence matrix, and by 
analogy, the number of streams present in the stimulus [3]. 
 
In the present study, it is of interest whether a stimulus is 
perceived as one or two streams, and thus, whether there are 
one or two significant eigenvalues. The ratio of the second 
largest eigenvalue (λ2) to the largest eigenvalue (λ1) is 
therefore used as a measure of the “strength” of the two-
stream percept. If the coherence matrix can be decomposed 
into one main component, the ratio λ2/λ1 will be very low 
(close to zero), corresponding to a one-stream percept. If the 
ratio λ2/λ1 is high, this indicates that there are (at least) two 
significant dimensions, and thus, at least two streams. 

Method 
The model is applied to the stimuli used by [5], and a 
schematic representation of the stimuli is shown in Figure 1. 
The stimuli consisted of two pure tones, A and B, presented 
in an ABA-ABA pattern. Each tone was 40 ms long and 
gated on and off using 5 ms raised cosine ramps. The onset-
to-onset time between alternating tones was controlled by 
the tone repetition time (TRT). The frequencies of tones A 
and B were set to 1 kHz and N semitones above it, 
respectively. Combinations of ten TRT values (60 - 150 ms 
in steps of 10 ms) and 31 levels of N (0 – 15 semitones) were 
tested with the model (310 different conditions in total). The 
eigenvalue ratio λ2/λ1 was calculated for each condition. 
 

 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the stimuli. 
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Results 
The data from van Noorden [5] are shown in Figure 2 (A). 
The curves indicate the temporal coherence boundary (TCB) 
and the fission boundary (FB). Above the TCB, the stimulus 
is always perceived as two streams, and below the FB the 
stimulus is always perceived as one stream. In the range 
between the curves, the percept can be controlled and either 
a fused or a segregated percept can be achieved. Figure 2 (B) 
shows the model results. The grey scale intensity indicates 
the eigenvalue ratio. A bright colour represents a low ratio, 
corresponding to a one-stream percept, and a dark colour 
represents a high ratio, corresponding to a two-stream 
percept. The lines indicate contours with fixed eigenvalue 
ratios. 
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Figure 2: Results from the experiment. Part (A) shows 
experimental data from [5]. The upper curve shows the 
temporal coherence boundary (TCB), and the bottom line 
shows the fission boundary (FB). Part (B) shows the model 
simulation of the same experiment. The grey scale intensity 
indicates the eigenvalue ratio (λ2/ λ1). The curves indicate 
contours with fixed eigenvalue ratios. 

Discussion 
The experimental data and the model simulation show that 
fast repeating tone sequences are more likely to split into 
two separate streams, whereas slowly repeating tone 
sequences can be perceived as a single stream for much 
larger frequency separations. In the modelling framework, a 
two-stream percept only occurs in the situation where (at 
least) two channels contain incoherent activity. Thus, in 
order to produce a two-stream percept, the stimuli must at 
least activate two separate peripheral filters. For the lowest 
non-zero frequency separation used in the simulation, the A 
and B tones have frequencies of 1 kHz and 1.06 kHz. The 
bandwidth of the gammatone filter centered at 1 kHz is 133 
Hz, and both tones will be processed by the same peripheral 
filters. Therefore, the model does not predict a two-stream 
percept. At larger frequency separations, e.g. 7 semitones, a 
substantial difference in the model results is observed 
between low and high TRTs. Since the frequency separation 
is the same, this cannot be explained by effects of spectral 
separation. Instead, the different results are caused by the 
adaptation stage in the peripheral model which accounts for 
forward masking. The forward masking effect reduces the 
sensitivity of a peripheral channel after a tone has been 
presented, which effectively reduces the spread of excitation 
of the other tone. This, in turn, reduces the temporal 
coherence of the channels, causing the model to predict a 

two-stream percept. Physiological studies on animals [2] 
also suggest physiological forward masking as a possible 
cause of the stream segregation observed in the experimental 
paradigm utilized by van Noorden [5]. For tone sequences 
with small frequency separations, both tones in the stimulus 
were able to excite an auditory nerve tuned to one of the two 
frequencies. When the tone rate was increased (lower TRT), 
the excitation from the non characteristic-frequency tones 
was reduced, resulting in a reduced coherence of the 
auditory nerves tuned to the two frequencies. The observed 
behaviour corresponds to forward masking, with suppression 
of neural responses to a sound (the signal) following the 
presentation of a preceding sound (the masker). The results 
from the present study support this hypothesis. 
 
This study shows that, when using CASP as a front-end and 
the processing suggested by [2] as a back-end, classical 
streaming phenomena relying on frequency separation and 
tone rate in addition to the grouping of spectral components 
due to synchrony can be accounted for. The functionality of 
the model is currently limited to providing an estimate of the 
“strength” of the two-stream percept. It cannot actually 
segregate sound sources. However, the suggested model may 
help understand the underlying processes involved in 
“primitive” stream segregation, as was demonstrated 
regarding the influence of forward masking on the 
perceptual organization of tone sequences. 
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